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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE1-BENGALI 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 
The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 িনmিলিখত েয-েকােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০
১। ‘িবদয্াপিত ও জয়েদব’ pবেn বি মচnd dই pিতিনিধ sানীয় কিবkিতর য tলয্মূলয্ িবচার কেরেছন 

তা িববতৃ কেরা। 
  

২। ‘ মঘদতূ’ pবেn রবীndনাথ য অিভনব িচnােচতনার pকাশ কেরেছন তার srপ বয্াখয্া কেরা। 
  

৩। িবjােন সািহতয্ pবেn জগদীশচnd বসু িবjান ও সািহেতয্র য সmক িনণয় কেরেছন তার পিরচয় 
দাও। 

  
৪। ‘রবীndনাথ ও উtরসাধক pবেn’ বুdেদব বসু রবীndনােথর উtরসাধকেদর কীভােব মূলয্ায়ন 

কেরেছন, তা লেখা। 
  
৫। ‘বাঙািল সংskিতর rপেরখা’ pবেn pাবিnক বাঙািল সংskিতর য িববতেনর িচt অ ন কেরেছন তা 

িববৃত কেরা। 
  
৬। ‘িশkার িমলন’ pবেnর মূল িবষয় িনেজর ভাষায় িববৃত কেরা।
  
 অথবা

 িনmিলিখত েয-েকােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০
১। pাক ্  -বি ম পেব বাংলা উপনয্াস রচনার pয়াস সmেক আেলাচনা কেরা।
  
২। বাংলা উপনয্ােসর উdব ও kমিবকােশ বি মচেndর িমকা আেলাচনা কেরা।
  
৩। ‘k কােnর উইল’ উপনয্ােস বারবার উইল পিরবতন উপনয্ােসর পিরণিত িনধারেণ য িমকা 

িনেয়েছ তা আেলাচনা কেরা। 
  
৪। গািবnলাল চিরtিট নায়ক িহেসেব কতখািন সাথক হেয় উেঠেছ তা আেলাচনা কেরা।
  
৫। ‘ দনাপাওনা’ উপনয্ােসর নামকরণ কতটা যিুkযুk আেলাচনা কেরা।
  
৬। জীবানn চিরেtর অিভবয্িkগত উtরেণর পিরচয় দাও।
 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE2-BENGALI 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 
The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 িনmিলিখত েয-েকােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০
১। রবীnd পূবর্যুেগ বাংলা সািহেত  ছােটাগেlর উপাদানgিল কীভােব পিরলিkত হয় তা লেখা। 

  
২। রবীndনাথ থেক কেlালযুগ পযর্n বাংলা ছােটাগেlর গিত-pkিত সmেকর্ আেলাচনা কেরা। 

  
৩। sাধীনতা পরবতর্ীকােলর বাংলা ছােটাগেlর িবষয়- বিচt  সmেকর্ আেলাচনা কেরা। 

  
৪। রবীndনােথর ‘stীর পt’ গেl মৃণােলর িচnাভাবনার আধিুনকt িবচার কেরা।
  
৫। ‘মেহশ’ গেl অথর্ৈনিতক বষম ই মেহেশর কrণ পিরণিতর জন  দায়ী — আেলাচনা কেরা। 
  
৬। মহাভারেতর পৗরািণক কািহিনেক পর রাম কীভােব বাsেবর সে  সmৃk কেরেছন তা ‘tতীয় 

d তসভা’ গl অবলmেন দখাও। 
  
 অথবা
 িনmিলিখত েয-েকােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০
১। মানব ও মানেবতর pাণীর পারsিরক সহাবsান ‘কালাপাহাড়’ গlেক িবিশ তা দান কেরেছ — 

আেলাচনা কেরা। 
  
২। ‘ডাইিন’ গেlর অেলৗিককতার মায়া েন তারাশংকর য ঘার বাsবতার ছিব এঁেকেছন তা এই গেlর 

মৃt দৃশ gিল িবে ষণ কের বুিঝেয় দাও। 
  
৩। ‘রায়বািড়’ গেl জিমদােরর য pজাবাৎসল  ও িনমর্ম কtর্t েট উেঠেছ তার পিরচয় দাও। 
  
৪। মািনক বেn াপাধ ােয়র ‘pাৈগিতহািসক’ গlেক িক pkিতবাদী বা ন াচারািলs গl বলা যায় —

আেলাচনা কেরা। 
  
৫। ‘dঃশাসনীয়’ গেl প ােশর মnnর যভােব ছায়া ফেলেছ তা িববৃত কেরা।
  
৬। ব িkজীবন নয়, গা ীজীবনই মািনক বn াপাধ ােয়র শষ গlgিলর কাি kত লk  – এই উিkর 

আেলােক ‘হারােণর নাতজামাই’ গlিট আেলাচনা কেরা। 
 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020 

DSE1-EDUCATION 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should follow the word limit mentioned against each questions. 

Candidates should give assignment based answer in their own words as far as practicable. 

 

 The question paper contains paper DSE-1A and DSE-1B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two papers. 

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 DSE-1A 

(Value Education) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40 

1.   What do you mean by value? Write its nature. Classify value as proposed by 

NCERT. 

4+8+8 

   

2.   Describe the role of value education through Curriculum and Co-curricular 
activities. 

10+10 

   

3.   Explain the meaning and objectives of value and role of value education in 

Educational Setting. 

10+10 

   

4.   What should be the role of a teacher to inculcate values? Also write the role of a 
teacher in the inculcation of Secularism among the students. 

10+10 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 300 words) 

10×2 = 20 

5. Write the advantages and disadvantages of Storytelling method of teaching. 5+5 

   

6. Write a note on Values and human rights education. 5+5 
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7. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of role play method. 5+5 

   

8. Discuss the classification of value. 10 

   

 DSE-1B 

(Population Education) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40 

1. Write the meaning and concept of Population Education. Explain its scope and 

objectives. 

4+8+8 

   

2. What do you mean by population growth? What are the causes of population 

growth? 

5+15 

   

3. What are the factors that are generally responsible for the growth of population in 
India? 

20 

   

4. Discuss the different preventive measures taken to stop rapid population growth. 20 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 300 words) 

10×2 = 20 

5. Write a note on family planning. 10 

   

6. Explain the role of community sensitization programs in population education. 10 

   

7. Write short note on: 

(i) Density of population 

(ii) Population explosion. 

5+5 

   

8. Discuss the importance of programmes for population education in India. 10 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020 

DSE2-EDUCATION 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should follow the word limit mentioned against each questions. 

Candidates should give assignment based answer in their own words as far as practicable. 

 The question paper contains paper DSE-2C and DSE-2D. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two papers. 

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 DSE-2C 

(Distance Education) 

 

 GROUP-A  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40 

1.   Explain the meaning and characteristics of Distance Education. Analyse its 
merits. 

4+8+8 

   

2.   Discuss the strategies of Distance Education. 20 

   

3.   Explain the role of multimedia in Distance Education. 20 

   

4.   Write an essay on IGNOU. 20 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 300 words) 

10×2 = 20 

5. Write a note on National Open School. 10 

   

6. How can Distance Education in India be strengthened? 10 

   

7. Discuss the mode of Distance Education. 10 
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8. Distinguish between Distance Education and Open Learning. 10 

   

 DSE-2D 

(Great Educators) 
 

 GROUP-A  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40 

1. Write a note on educational thoughts of Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan. 20 

   

2. Write down Russell’s thoughts with reference to 5+5+5+5 

(a) Aims of education  

(b) Curriculum  

(c) Method of teaching  

(d) Role of teacher.  

   

3. Write a note on A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s educational thought. 20 

   

4. Explain the Wardha Scheme of education as proposed by Mahatma Gandhi. 
Enumerate Gandhiji’s educational philosophy. 

10+10 

   

 GROUP-B  

 Write any two assignment based answer from the following questions 

(The word limit of each answer will be 300 words) 

10×2 = 20 

5. How is Bertrand Russell’s educational philosophy relevant in present day 

context? 

10 

   

6. Write down the merits and demerits of Basic Education. 5+5 

   

7. Write a note on Laboratory School as proposed by John Dewey. 10 

   

8. Discuss the aims of education and role of teacher according to John Dewey. 5+5 

   

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE1-ENGLISH  

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The question paper contains GROUP-A and GROUP-B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two Groups.  

Candidates should clearly mention The Group on the Answer Booklet. 

 

 GROUP-A  

 LITERARY THEORY AND CRITICISM  

 Answer any three of the following questions (700-750 Words each) 20×3 = 60 

1. Bring out the differences between sex, gender and sexuality.  

   

2. Discuss the role of language in postcolonial theory.  

   

3. Provide a brief survey of the feminist movement.  

   

4. Elaborate on the major proponents of the postcolonial theory.  

   

5. Write a brief essay on feminist Indian cinema.  

   

6. Attempt a postcolonial reading of a text by any contemporary Indian author.  

   

 GROUP-B  

 ESSAYS IN LITERARY THEORY AND CRITICISM  

 Answer any three of the following questions (700-750 Words each) 20×3 = 60 

1. How does Elaine Showalter analyze Toril Moi‟s “most substantial attack” in A 

Literature of Their Own? 

 

   

2. Discuss Elaine Showalter‟s observations on the „New Women and Their 

Fictions‟. 

 

   

3. Analyze the main observations of Susan Hekman on psychoanalytic feminist 

approaches. 
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4. “Postmodern feminism has generated ongoing controversy in the feminist 

community”. —Elucidate.  

 

   

5. Examine, after Said, Balfour‟s „theses on Orientals‟.  

   

6. Summarize Said‟s critique of Kissinger in „The Scope of Orientalism‟.  

   

7. Do you think that Aijaz Ahmad has been able to successfully illustrate that 

“multiplicity of language is the fundamental characteristic” of Indian civilization? 

Give a reasoned answer. 

 

   

8. Summarize the observations on the English Teacher and English teaching that 

Aijaz Ahmad has made in “Indian Literature‟: Notes towards the Definition of a 

Category”. 

 

 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE2-ENGLISH  

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The question paper contains GROUP-C and GROUP-D. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two Groups.  

Candidates should clearly mention The Group on the Answer 

Booklet. 

 

 GROUP-C  

 POPULAR LITERATURE  

 Answer any three of the following questions (700-750 Words each) 20×3 = 60 

1. Assess the character and role of Melchizedek/King of Salem in Paulo Coelho’s 

The Alchemist. 

 

   

2. How does Indra Bahadur Rai address the issues related to identity in There’s a 

Carnival Today? 

 

   

3. Discuss the Oasis Episode and bring out its significance in The Alchemist.  

   

4. Discuss the role and character of Bhudev in There’s a Carnival Today.  

   

5. Would you consider There’s a Carnival Today as a regional novel? Argue 

your answer. 

 

   

6. Comment on Paul Coelho’s use of magical realism in The Alchemist.  
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 GROUP-D  

 LITERATURE OF THE INDIAN DIASPORA  

 Answer any three of the following questions (700-750 Words each) 20×3 = 60 

1. Comment on Ashima’s role in The Namesake.  

   

2. Critically consider Meera Syal’s Anita and Me as a bildungsroman.  

   

3. How does Jhumpa Lahiri engage with the issues related to love and obligations 

in The Namesake? 

 

   

4. Discuss the character and role of Anita Rutter in Meera Syal’s Anita and Me.  

   

5. How does Meera Syal convey the trauma of partition in Anita and Me?  

   

6. How does Jhumpa Lahiri deal with the question of ‘Foreignness’ in  

The Namesake? 

 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE1-HISTORY 

 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should give assignment based answer in their own words as far as practicable. 

 The question paper contains two parts: Part-I and Part-II. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two parts.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 PART-I 

History of the USSR (1917-64) 

 

 Answer any three questions from the following 

 each within 1000 words preferably 

20×3 = 60 

1. Discuss the factors responsible for the October Revolution of 1917 in Russia. 20 

   

2. Discuss the relationship of the Whites and the Reds with the peasantry during 

the Civil War. What factors led to the victory of the Bolsheviks eventually? 

20 

   

3. Discuss the features of War Communism. Why were the policies of this period 

abandoned? 

20 

   

4. Discuss the New Economic Policy (NEP). Why did it fail? 20 

   

5.  Write an essay on the great debate of Soviet Industrialization. 20 

   

6. How did the process of collectivization affect Soviet economy and society? 20 
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 PART-II 

History of Modern East Asia-I (1840-1911) 

 

 Answer any three questions from the following 

 within 1000 words each 

20×3 = 60 

1. Briefly discuss about the structure of Canton trade. Account for the causes of 

its failure. 
12+8 

      

2. Write an essay on the nature and character of the Taiping Rebellion. 20 

   

3. Discuss the main features of the Self-strengthening movement. What were the 

defects and limitations of the movement? 
10+10 

   

4. Discuss the causes and nature of the Buxar Movement. 20 

   

5. Describe the United States’ Open door policy in China. How did it affect 

China? 
10+10 

   

6. Discuss the role of Sun Yat-sen in the Chinese Revolution of 1911. 20 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE2-HISTORY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 The question paper contains two parts: Part-I and Part-II. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two parts.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 PART-I 

HISTORY OF MODERN EAST ASIA II (1868-1945) 

 

 Answer any three questions from the following 

 within 1000 words each preferably 

20×3 = 60 

1. Write a critical note on the Meiji Restoration in Japan. 20 

   

2. Describe the salient features of the Meiji Constitution of 1889. 20 

   

3. Give an account of the educational and economic changes introduced in Japan 

after the Restoration. 

20 

   

4. Trace the genesis and repercussions of the Manchurian Crisis. 20 

   

5.  Write an essay on the US-Japan relationship between 1937-1941. 20 

   

6. Trace the growth of Korean nationalism during the colonial rule of Japan. 20 
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 PART-II 

HISTORY OF USSR-II (1917-1964) 

 

 Answer any three questions from the following 

 within 1000 words  

20×3 = 60 

1. How far did high levels of investment in heavy industry help Russia to rapid 

industrialization in the 1930’s? 
20 

   

2. Discuss the reforms in agriculture and industry introduced by Khrushchev. 

How far were they successful? 
20 

   

3. Discuss the foreign policy of the USSR between 1945 and 1956. 20 

   

4. What were the consequences of the Second World War for USSR? How far 

did resources and manpower mobilization help it achieve victory eventually? 
10+10 

   

5. Discuss the process of “De-Stalinization” of USSR. What was its impact on 

the political history of USSR? 
10+10 

   

6. Discuss the moves adopted in Soviet history towards Market Socialism. 20 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020 

DSE1-PHILOSOPHY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The question paper contains DSE-1A and DSE-1B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 DSE-1A 

AN ENQUIRY CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING 

 

 Prepare Assignment on any three of the following within 800 words  20×3 = 60 

1. Explain David Hume’s concept of philosophy.  
   
2. Explain Hume’s view on Laws of Association.  
   
3. Differentiate between impression and idea according to Hume.  
   

4. Elucidate Hume’s concept of innate ideas.  

   

5. Explain Hume’s two proofs for his thesis about ideas and impressions?  

   

6. Explain and examine the origin of ideas according to Hume.  

   

 DSE-1B 

GITA 

 

 Prepare Assignment on any three of the following within 800 words  20×3 = 60 

1. Why the first chapter of Gita is called “Arjunavishadyoga” — Explain.  

   

2. In spite of being a Kshatriya warrior why did Arjuna become depressed entering 

into the battlefield — Explain. 
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3. Discuss what was Arjuna’s assumption regarding the consequences of the was of 

Kurukshetra. 

 

   
4. How does Krishna convince Arjuna to fight?  

   

5. Do you think that Arjuna was suffering from the conflict of duties? — Discuss.  

   

6. Describe what was Arjuna’s mental state after seeing the Acharya and other 

relatives in the battlefield. 

 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020 

DSE2-PHILOSOPHY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 

 The question paper contains DSE-2A and DSE-2B. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 DSE-2A 

PHILOSOPHY OF MIND 

 

 Prepare Assignment on any three of the following within 800 words  20×3 = 60 

1. Explain Reductive Materialism. 20 

   

2. Explain critically the problem of other mind after Paul M. Churchland. 20 

   

3. Write a note on artificial intelligence after Paul M. Churchland. 20 

   

4. Explain dualism critically after Paul M. Churchalnd. 20 

   

5. Explain the Piecemeal Approach after Paul M. Churchland. 20 

   

6. Explain Philosophical Behaviourism. 20 

   

 DSE-2B 

PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY 

 

 Prepare Assignment on any three of the following within 800 words  20×3 = 60 

1. Explain in detail the nature of our knowledge about the nature of general 

principle. 

20 

   

2. Define the principle of Induction after Russell. Explain how can we justify the 

principle of Induction. 

20 
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3. Explain after Russell the controversy between the empiricist and rationalist 

philosophers concerning the origin and nature of logical principle. 

20 

   

4. People fail to see the fact that ‘nearly all the words to be found in dictionary 

stands for the universals’— Explain after Russell. 

20 

   

5. Explain after Russell how ‘relations’ prove the existence of universals. 20 

   

6. Explain after Bertrand Russell the possibility of a-priori knowledge.  

 

——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020 

DSE1-POLITICAL SCIENCE (501A AND 501B) 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The Question paper contains DSE-501A and DSE-501B. The Candidates are 

required to answer any one from the two Courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book.  

 

 DSE-501A  

PARTY SYSTEM IN INDIA 

 

 Attempt all the questions 

Maximum word limit - 1200 words/question 

Assignments should be hand written 

 

   

1. Discuss the recent trends in Indian Party System. Is it heading towards Dominant 
Party System again? Argue your case. 

30 

   

2. Analyse the relevance of Regional Political Parties in the Indian Political 

System. 

30 

   

 DSE-501B  

 HUMAN RIGHTS 

 

 Attempt all the questions 

Maximum word limit - 1200 words/question 

Assignments should be hand written 

 

1. Point out the major areas of Human Rights violations in contemporary world. 30 

   

2. Discuss the Mutual relationship between Human Rights and Environment. 30 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020 

DSE2-POLITICAL SCIENCE (502A AND 502B) 

 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The Question paper contains DSE-502A and DSE-502B.  

The Candidates are required to answer any one from the two Courses.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book.  

 

 DSE-502A  

 ELECTORAL PROCESS IN INDIA AND WORKING OF 

PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY 

 

 Attempt all the questions 

Maximum word limit - 1200 words/question 

Assignments should be hand written 

 

1. Write a critical note on defections in Indian Politics. What measures have been 

taken by the Election Commission to deal with this problem of defection? 

30 

   

2. Make a critical estimate of the major determinants of voting behaviour in India. 30 

   

 DSE-502B  

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

 

 Attempt all the questions 

Maximum word limit - 1200 words/question 

Assignments should be hand written 

 

   

1. Evaluate the role of UN Security Council in maintaining World Peace. 30 

   

2. Compare and contrast the objectives and functions of the SAARC and the 
ASEAN as regional organizations. 

30 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE1-SANSKRIT 
 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 

 
The question paper contains DSE-1A and DSE-1B.  

Candidates are required to answer any one from the two Paper and they should  
mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

DSE-1A 

1. };ks% mÙkja ys[kuk;e~ & 20×2 = 40

(d) i Dys”kk%] rs’kka uk”kksik;k vkyksP;Urke~A  

  vFkok  

 Lkk/kuikneoyEC; ;ksxL; i vkfu vkyksP;Urke~A 

([k) Jhexohrkuqlkjs.k ;kxkfndeZ;ksxL; izkphuRoekyksp;rA  

  vFkok  

 Jhexohrkuqlkjs.k vorkjrÙoekyksp;rA 
   

2. };ks% O;k[;k dk;kZA 10×2 = 20

(d) ri%Lok/;k;sjizf.k/kkukfu fØ;k;ksx%A  

  vFkok  

 Dys”kewy% dekZ”k;ks n’̀Vkn’̀VtUeosnuh;%A 

([k) u eka dekZf.k fyEifUr u es deZQys Lig̀k। 
bfr eka ;ks·fHktkukfr deZfHkuZ l c/;rs॥ 

 

  vFkok  

 ;nk ;nk fg /keZL; XykfuHkZofr Hkkjr। 
vH;qRFkkue/keZL; rnkRekua lt̀kE;ge~॥ 
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DSE-1B 

1. iz};e~ lek/ks;e~ & 20×2 = 40

(d) ckS)n”kZuL; laiznk;k% lfo”knekyksP;rke~A  

  vFkok  

 pkokZdn”kZuL; tMokn% vkykspuh;%A 

([k) ehekalklEer% izkek.;okn% [;kfrokn vkyksP;rke~A  

  vFkok  

 lka[;n”kZuL; izfrik|fo’k;k% vkykspuh;k%A 
   

2. };ks% iz;ks% mÙkja ys[kuh;e~ 10×2 = 20

(d) izR;{kSdizek.kokn% vFkok] lRdk;Zokn%A  

([k) vkRek vFkok] vkjEHkokn%A  

   
 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 5th Semester Examination, 2020  

DSE2- SANSKRIT 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 

 
The question paper contains DSE-2A and DSE-2B.  

Candidates are required to answer any one from the two Paper and they should  
mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

losZ’kkeqÙkja laLÑrHkk’k;k nsoukxjhfyI;k pSo izns;e~ 

DSE-2A 

1. };ks% mÙkja ys[kuk;e~ & 20×2 = 40

(d) laLÑr-/keZ”kkL=s’kq izfrQfyra /keZfo’k;ek/kkjhÑR; izcU/kesda fy[krA  

([k) Euqerkuqlkjs.k laLdkj% vkyksP;rke~A  

(x) laLÑr-/keZ”kkL=kuqlkja Lo/keZa lfo”knekyksp;rA  

   

2. laf{kIreqÙkja ys[kuh;e~ (};ks%) & 10×2 = 20

 eks{k%] lnkpkj%] vFkZ%A  

  

DSE-2B 

1. *bfr gsrqLrnqos* -bfr dkfjdka”k% O;k[;k;rke~A 20

  vFkok  

 vkpk;ZeEeVkuqlkja dkO;Lo:iekyksp;rA 
   

2. laLÑrkyadkj”kkL=kuqlkja okeuL; vonkue~ vkyksp;rA  20

  vFkok  

 laLÑrkyadkj”kkL=s #nzVL; vonkua i;kZyksp;rA 
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3. laf{kIrksÙkja ys[kuh;e~ & 10

 dkO;Hksn%] dkO;iz;kstue~A  
   

4. laf{kIrksÙkja ys[kuh;e~ & 10

 Hkjr%] vkuUno/kZu%A  

   
 ——×—— 
 


